Fortunately, quality,
service, and trust don’t
take up much shelf space.

But perhaps more important than any individual
part or program is our deep inventory of three
essential items: Quality, Service, and Trust.
It is these three attributes that truly keep our
customers coming back.
Quality: CRP Automotive only deals in
OE-quality parts. But more importantly, we have
an “OE-quality” organization — guided by strict
ISO 9001:2008 quality management standards
SERVICE: Like some of the performance
sedans we carry parts for, CRP Automotive is
strong yet extremely responsive. Many of our
customers rely on us for fast order processing,
up to the minute catalog information, and timely
new product introductions.
TRUST: It’s easy to stand behind your products
when you carry premium brands like ContiTech,
Rein Automotive, Pentosin, and AJUSA. And
that’s exactly what CRP Automotive has been
doing for over 50 years.

To speak with a CRP Automotive
representative, call 800.526.4066

Check us out on Facebook and YouTube.

www.crpautomotive.com
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As leaders in Original Equipment timing belts, timing
belt kits, V-belts, and serpentine belts, ContiTech
and CRP offer NAFTA’s most complete and cutting
edge programs available for Asian, European, and
domestic vehicles.

Rein Automotive offers European Standard
replacement parts and accessories for a wide range
of European import applications, including A/C parts,
coolant hoses, anti-vibration and suspension parts,
axle boot kits, and wheel bearings & bearing kits.

Since 1927, Pentosin has provided some of Europe’s
leading automotive manufacturers with OE technical
fluids. CRP offers the complete Pentosin program of
antifreeze, brake and hydraulic fluids, motor oil, and
transmission fluids.

AJUSA is a leading international manufacturer of
automotive gaskets/sets, cylinder head bolt sets,
and hydraulic lifters. Manufactured in Spain, AJUSA
offers the world’s widest coverage of European and
Asian applications.
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At CRP Automotive, we take great pride in our
history of offering superior quality replacement
parts & fluids for import and domestic vehicles.

